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big news and a big thank you!
Here’s the BIG news: The cats will be going on vacation!

Tiger Cub Needs Your Help
page 11
Photos by Jamie Veronica unless noted.

Mental enrichment is so important for captive wildlife
and the cats are no exception. Vacationing in the new
enclosure will provide a wide array of environmental
enrichment including beautiful scenery, interesting new scents, and tons of trees and foliage. Platforms, jungle gyms, cave dens, and new
toys will provide a never-ending source for exploration and enjoyment as well. And who doesn’t like vacationing near the water? The
Vacation Rotation Enclosure will also encompass a large pond for the cats to splash and play in!
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12802 Easy Street
Tampa, FL 33625
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Actor Quinton Aaron Visits
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How is that even possible? Well, we’ve just received
zoning approval to build a huge 2.25 acre enclosure on
the Southwest end of our 55-acre property. It’s been our
dream for years to be able to construct a special enclosure
that can be used to rotate the cats in and out of their
permanent enclosures. So once construction is complete,
the cats will take turns enjoying two-week vacations in
the new surroundings of our Vacation Rotation Enclosure!
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The Vacation Rotation Enclosure will be
situated on the tour path and we can not
wait for you to see it! We estimate it will
take approximately six months to build
this new enclosure and above-ground
tunnels that will connect it to neighboring
tiger and lion enclosures. Stay tuned for
photos and videos of the construction as
it progresses.
Now here is the BIG Thank you: In July,
we announced that Big Cat Rescue turns
20 years old this November and asked for
your support in helping us raise $100,000
by the end of the year for the food, medical
and dental care for our cats.
As of this writing in early October, thanks
to everyone who donated to our 20th
Anniversary Fund, we are less than $5000
away from reaching our goal! Check out
the progress of this fundraiser in realtime by visiting: http://www.razoo.com/
story/20th We are humbled and grateful
for everything you do for the cats! Thank
you for not only helping us reach this
important goal, but reaching it early. And
special thanks to the Reitzel Foundation
for kicking this off with a $25,000
matching grant!
But of course our work for the cats is
never done. The new Vacation Rotation
Enclosure will cost approximately
$200,000 to build. Making this dream
a reality for our cats will be our major
fundraising goal for the coming months.
If you would like to participate, please
donate at http://www.razoo.com/story/
bigcatvacation or you can donate using
the order form on page 10 by credit card
or check.

a roaring grand opening of
nakita’s enclosure addition
Big Cat Rescuers along with the top donors who contributed
towards the enclosure expansion for Nakita the lioness
watched in awe as the goofy gal galloped and pranced
about in her new space. Early in the morning last week the
modest crowd
gathered around
to witness Nakita
gain access to
her 3,500 square
foot enclosure
addition.
She enthusiastically awaited
the opening of the door and
did not hesitate for a moment
before exploding into the
new area. She patrolled the
perimeter, checked out the
shrubs and trees, batted around her large yellow ball and
sneak attacked a life-size cardboard warthog created

especially for the occasion by the Enrichment Committee.
Nakita gives a roaring paw of approval! She loves her new
digs so much that she spends nearly all of her time there.
We would like to thank the many generous individuals who
made this project possible and especially Larry & Pam
Trissel for their major gift of $10,000! Thanks to you, Nakita
is one very happy lioness!

JOSEPH

THE GREAT PUMPKIN SMASH!

SHERE KHAN

SOME TIMES YOU HAVE
TO GET CREATIVE
Over the past 20 years we have had
to improvise and invent a variety
of tools and techniques to handle
some very special big cat situations.
Below are just a few.
Sometimes the cats chew up the
foliage in their enclosures. So what
do you do when a 300+ pound lioness gets a stick
wedged across the roof of her mouth in between
her molars?! You’re certainly not going to reach
in there to retrieve it and sedation seems a bit
excessive.
Pictured here is our handmade stick retrieval tool.
A normal spoon with it’s spoon end wrapped and
secured around a long metal dowel and it’s handle
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end bent into a J shape. Meat
is placed on the J end and when
Nakita takes the treat the J is used
to hook the stick and pull it out.
It may take a few tries, but our
Keepers are very successful using
this technique. And Nakita doesn’t
seem to mind, because she is
getting treats the whole time!
What about brushing the cats?
Does their fur ever get matted?
Indeed it does,
but it would not
be safe to just go
in and brush them
like you would
any domestic cat.
This is where
a sturdy back

scratcher comes in very handy! We have found
a very good scratcher that telescopes to different
lengths with a bear claw shaped metal end that
works great. Little Feather loves having her matts
removed and eagerly trots over to the side of the
enclosure when she sees one of these scratchers in
hand! Stick remover tool and stick removed from Nakita’s

mouth, Dr. Justin removes a mat from Little Feather’s chin,
back scratcher and mat
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Bobcats Get Purr-tection in California
We are so excited to report that your calls and letters
have made a difference! California bill SB 1221, the
bill by Sen. Ted Lieu to ban the cruel hounding of bears
and bobcats in California, was signed into law by Gov.
Jerry Brown a few weeks ago. Thanks to those of you
who helped, California is the 15th state to prohibit
the hounding of bears and the 14th state to ban the
hounding of bobcats. This important bill will go into
effect on January 1, 2013. The cruel practice of hound
hunting will soon be a thing of the past for California
dogs and wildlife.

SENATOR KERRY INTRODUCES BIG CAT
BAN COMPANION BILL IN SENATE
Those of you who receive the Big Cat Times and our
Advocat alerts know that H.R. 4122, The Big Cats and
Public Safety Protection Act, was introduced in the House of
Representatives back in March and we have been asking you
to help by contacting your Representatives and urging them
to co-sponsor the bill.
Over 600 of you have made those phone calls that we
know of, and it is clearly having an impact. We are up to 47
cosponsors, more than 10% of the Representatives!

Second Annual Florida Panther Festival!
Celebrate the Florida Panther at
the 2nd Annual Florida Panther
Festival on Saturday November
10th, 2012, 10 AM - 4 PM at
North Collier Regional Park in
Naples, Florida. Enjoy panther
related activities and exhibits,
live bluegrass music, educational presentations
including a special session by expert Panther
Biologist Mark Lotz with Florida Fish & Wildlife
Conservation Commission, nature walks for kids
and much more! Admission is free, so be sure to
join in the festivities. It’s going to be a wild time!

Email: floridapantherfestival@gmail.com
Phone: 239-353-8442 x 222

To become a law, a bill must be introduced in both the House
and the Senate, pass both, and then a committee irons out
any differences. On September 13th Senator Kerry introduced
the “companion” bill in the Senate, S. 3547. At this writing
just a few weeks after the introduction we have 5 bipartisan
cosponsors: Richard Blumenthal (D-CT), Scott Brown (R-MA),
John Kerry (D-MA), Joseph Lieberman (I-CT) and Bernard
Sanders (I-VT).
Please contact the offices of your Senators and ask them to cosponsor this bill to stop the breeding and private possession
of big cats. This truly is the only way to stop them from living
in miserable conditions.
For a sheet with tips on making calls and a fact sheet with
details about the bill email:

Howard.Baskin@BigCatRescue.org

A Visit From the RNC
Before and during the Republican National
Convention Big Cat Rescue was visited by
convention staff and attendees, giving us a
wonderful opportunity to acquaint them with
captive big cat issues, which are clearly nonpartisan,
and HR 4122 / S 3547, the solution to the problem.
Pictured here is a staff work group who helped
clear foliage while Joseph and Sasha supervised. A
tour was also given to 25 of the convention pages
who came out for the morning tour despite having
worked until 1 a.m. the night before.

BIG CAT ACTION CENTER
The most effective way to save big cats from abuse and abandonment
is not by rescuing them and providing sanctuary...The most effective
way to ensure that these cats are no longer exploited, neglected, or
left homeless once their appeal or profitability wears off is to speak
out for them. By using our
voice for those who have
none, we can promote legislation that will protect
big cats currently suffering all across the country.
Big Cat Rescue has made it easier than ever to
speak out to your legislators to let them know that
you support laws that will protect the big cats. With
just a few mouse clicks you can make the biggest
difference in their lives.

www.CatLaws.com
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“BLIND-SIDED” ACTOR QUINTON AARON
MEETS THE BIG CATS AND SPEAKS OUT

From left: David Tyler, Arthur the tiger, Quinton Aaron

HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE US
TOURS BIG CAT RESCUE

Actor Quinton Aaron is best known for playing the role of football
star Michael Oher in the movie The Blind Side with Sandra Bullock.
Quinton was in town working on his Foundation and we were thrilled
to have a visit by him and the Foundation Executive Director David
Tyler. According to Quinton, having played the role of an abandoned
youth in the movie made it easy to identify with the stories of many
of our cats. He very generously took the time to make a radio Public
Service Announcement and a video testimonial to support our efforts!

Check out Quiton’s PSA here: http://bit.ly/SlZyLb
For information about Quinton’s foundation visit www.quintonaaron.org
BCR WINS $20,000 TECO
REBATE FOR SECOND
SOLAR PROJECT

help us construct a second
project
by
generously
donating $10,000 towards a
future project.

Tampa Electric Company (TECO),
our local utility, has a unique
program to promote the growth of
solar energy. Twice each year they
allocate funds that are available on
a first come, first served basis.

On October 1st TECO
offered another rebate
program. Big Cat Rescue staff and
supporters hunkered down at their
computers waiting for the clock
to count down, raced to enter our
project, and this time we won a
$20,000 rebate toward a project
twice as big as our last one!

The way they do this is to have a
countdown clock on their website,
open the application form at a pre
announced time, and whichever

the cost of a solar installation.
In April of this year Big Cat Rescue
was fortunate to be one of those
that got through first and won a
$10,000 rebate which, along with
a generous grant from The Body
Shop Foundation, funded our first
solar project. This set of solar

This set of solar panels will be
installed on the SW portion of our
property near intern housing.
Many thanks to The Body Shop
Foundation for encouraging us to
look into a solar project, and to C1
Bank and TECO for their generous
support of this second project!

applications get filled in and hit
their server first win. About 1,000
applications are submitted for the
85 available rebates. The rebates,
at $2,000 per KW, fund roughly half

panels is already up and running,
near TJ the tiger, and reducing our
monthly electric cost.

You can see, in real time, how much
energy we are creating from the sun
at this web page:

Then, friends at C1 Bank offered to

http:// bigcatrescue.org/
2012/solar

Big Cat Rescue was honored to host a
tour for our esteemed colleagues from the
Humane Society of the United States. Kate
McFall, the Florida State Director, and
Heather Carpenter, the Director of State
Grass Roots Campaigns, brought out some
of their State Council members to see how
the world’s largest accredited sanctuary that
is dedicated entirely to exotic cats provides
a permanent home to more than 100 wild
cats.
The State Council is a state level version of
the HSUS National Council which is a highlevel advisory body of influential individuals
who work with The HSUS’s executive
staff and Board of Directors to advance
the organization’s mission. These are the
animal kingdom’s movers and shakers so
we were excited to meet them and share the
plight of big cats in captivity and what they
can do to end it.

USF B.L.A.S.T.s INTO ACTION

ARTSY INTERNS GO WILD
THIS SUMMER!
Two of our summer
interns left a purrmanent impression of
their time at Big Cat
Rescue in a uniquely
wild way by painting
big cat murals in

A big thank you to 23 USF college students
who recently gave of their time to help
out with some landscaping projects at the
sanctuary.
the Trading Post
Gift Shop. Intern
Heather painted a
beautiful leopard
and Intern Nicole
painted a regal
tiger! Great job!

The day of volunteer service was hosted
by USF through the Center for Leadership
and Civic Engagement’s Bulls Leading and
Serving Tampa board (B.L.A.S.T). This
annual tradition occurs every October, and
commemorates the actions of Gandhi.
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SAD FAREWELL TO
FOUR GREAT CATS

Taking care of more than 100 exotic cats is a roller coaster ride
of emotions as we try to provide the best possible life for them
and yet deal with the gut wrenching decisions of life and death.
Of our 102 wild cats 88 of them are over the age of 12, which is
about as long as they live in zoos or in the wild. An amazing 71
of those 100 cats are over the age of 15 (90+ in human years).
It is with heavy hearts that we must say good bye to these four
feline friends that have touched our hearts forever.
SELENA came to Big Cat Rescue in June, 1995 with her
brother, Levi, and nine other Bobcats who had been destined
to become fur coats. She spent the majority of her life sharing a
large enclosure with Apache, Divinity, and Takoma.

SELENA

1995 - 2012

Selena was taken to Ehrlich
Animal Hospital near the
end of June because she was
losing weight. Her exam
and blood work did not show
anything serious other than
a slightly elevated white
blood cell count and the
beginnings of kidney disease.
She was kept in the on site
Cat Hospital for a week for
observation and her appetite
improved, so she was put
back in her enclosure.

She was eating like a champ, however she was still gradually
losing weight. After a few weeks she suddenly lost interest in
any kinds of food. She was taken back to the clinic for another
exam and more blood work. Her white count was better and
her kidney values were the same. There was no obvious cause
for her weight loss. Despite this, Dr. Wynn and BCR staff knew
that there was something very wrong with Selena. Something
was causing her to waste away. An exploratory surgery would
have been incredibly invasive and in her fragile state she most
likely would not have been able to survive such a procedure.
Selena was eased gently across the rainbow bridge while still
under sedation. Selena was 17 years old.
CLEO-CAT-tRA was a character of a bobcat. She had a gruff
persona, but this was merely a front. If one were to visit with
Cleo long enough she would melt into a silly cat rolling around
in the leaves, yet keeping her distance.

CLEO-CAT-TRA

1996 - 2012

The same day we were saying
“Good-bye” to Selena, CleoCat-Tra was found lying on
her side, breathing rapidly
and unresponsive. At the age
of 16, it appeared as though
Cleo suffered from a stroke or
seizure. She was rushed to the
vet for emergency treatment
and diagnostics.
Her blood work showed
advanced kidney disease.
When she stopped breathing
on her own during the exam,

it was decided to let her go. She had been on a treatment plan
since 2003 for asthma. Her medications caused weight gain, so
her diet was strictly monitored to avoid adding to her breathing
issues, which is probably the only reason she lived as long as
she did.
SKIP was found on the side of the road in December of 2010. He
had been hit by a car and suffered a dislocated hip and crushed
pelvis. Surgery was performed to repair his pelvis after which
he spent months recovering. Because there was so little bone to
work with while repairing the pelvis it healed too narrow which
prohibited him from being able to pass whole prey. Unable to
eat whole prey meant that he could not be released back into the
wild. Skip became a permanent resident at the sanctuary.

SKIP

Skip was discovered having
a violent prolonged seizure
and foaming at the mouth.
Dr. Wynn was contacted and
the staff were instructed to
give him medication to ease
the seizure. Unfortunately
his seizure was so severe he
died shortly after. CPR was
attempted to no avail.

His enclosure was searched
for snakes, poisonous frogs,
? - 2012
and any other clues that may
have caused this reaction. One dead toad with a hole in his
abdomen was found, but it was of a non-toxic variety. Blood
samples were collected immediately after his passing and his
body was taken to the University of Florida for an in depth
necropsy to determine the cause of his death. The results are still
pending. The loss of Skip came as a sudden and crushing shock
to the staff and his faithful followers.
PURRSISTANCE and his twin sister PURRfection were born
at the sanctuary before we knew that no privately held exotic
cats would ever be able to help preserve the species due to the
inability to track their lineage back to the wild.

PURRSISTANCE

PURRsistance is usually
very excited to get his meat
treats when doing operant
training sessions, so when
he was not interested in
these treats one morning his
trainer knew right away this
was odd and reported the
behavior to staff.

He was taken to the vet for
an examination. The results
did not point to anything
1996 - 2012
obvious. As a last resort
an exploratory surgery was performed. Dr. Wynn found that
PURRsistance’s pancreas was inflamed. It seemed this was to
blame for PurrSistance not feeling well. Pain medications and
fluids were administered during the next week.

BOBCAT RESCUED
FROM CAPTIVA ISLAND
Several weeks
ago Big Cat
Rescuers drove
to
Sanibel
Florida to pick
up an orphaned
bobcat.
The
approximately
four-month-old
male kitten was
found
alone
under a house
on Captiva Island. Nearby an adult
bobcat had been seen dead on the
side of the road, most likely the
victim of a car collision.
With no rehabbers on the island
the kitten was trapped and sent via
helicopter to Sanibel Island where it
was taken to a wildlife rehab clinic
called C.R.O.W. CROW’s Fish and
Wildlife Officer had heard we have
great rehab facilities and suggested
that CROW place the kitten with us.
They were thrilled to learn we had
another bobcat kitten about the
same age. We hope to be able to
introduce Gator, the kitten currently
in our care, to the new bobcat kitten.
If they were to bond they would
have a better chance at survival in
the wild once they are released.
Our newest rescue needed a name
so we held a “Name the Baby
Bobcat” contest. Nearly 800 entries
were made. We needed a fair way
to choose just one name. A dozen
names were randomly chosen,
written on pieces of paper, then put
in a can, and offered to TeeGray our
mascot domestic kitten. She stuck
her head in the can and retrieved
one of the papers. The drooly
slip read: Copter! A fitting name
for a bobcat that was rescued by
helicopter! Bobcat pictured above is

Moses, a permanent resident of BCR

It appeared as though PURRsistance had turned the corner and
was on the road to recovery when one morning he refused to eat
and seemed to be quite uncomfortable. He was rushed back to
see Dr. Wynn, but passed away shortly after.
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The Big Cat Trading Post - HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

Proceeds from your gift purchases help take care of the big cats. Order these gift items using the order form on page 10 or

visit BigCatRescue.biz to see hundreds of our gift items!. S & H within the US as well as tax has already been included
in the prices listed here. You can also upgrade your shipping to Priority for just $3 for your entire order. For luxury cat themed
gift items visit BigCatLuxeGifts.com

Tiger Photo Wrap 15 oz. Mug
$15.84

Big Cats Photo Wrap 15 oz. Mug Bobcats Photo Wrap 15 oz. Mug Little Cats Photo Wrap 15 oz. Mug
$15.84
$15.84
$15.84

Carabiner Key Ring Choose Gold,
Black or Blue $5.21 each

Leopard Clicky Pen Rotating
message w/ each click $4.00

Moveable Action Africa Animal
Playset $19.05

BEST SELLER Crazy Cat
Lady Action Figure 5.25” tall
comes with 6 Cats $11.63

Wood BCR Lighter
with Engraved
Logo $7.35

4” Handmade
Beaded Lion or
Tiger $18.12

BCR Logo
Tumbler 16.oz
$15.84

BCR Oval Sticker $4.21
BCR Ribbon Magnet
Choose Gold or Silver $8.35

Big Cat Vanity Plates Choose Black Leopard, Leopard,
Lion, Tiger, Bobcat or Sand Cat $10.56 ea.

Panoramic Magnets Choose Joseph’s
Pride or Tigers and Cougars $5.21 ea.

BCR Enamel
Bookmarks Choose Tiger,
Lion, or Black Leopard
$4.21 each

Animal-opoly Themed Monopoly Game $28.54

Ultimate Animal Sticker Book,
60 re-useable stickers $11.63

Tiger Flip Book - As You Flip the
Pages Get a 3 Dimensional Look
Inside a Bengal Tiger $21.80

Kids Lion
Hat with
built in
scarf
$10.02

BCR Photo Collage License Plate
Frame features 18 resident big and little
cats of Big Cat Rescue. Standard size
and four holes make easy installation.
$15.84

BCR Logo
Travel Mug 18.oz
$15.84

Painted Die-Cut
Big Cat Collage
Ornament $10.56

BCR Logo
Shot Glasses
Choose Regular
$5.42
Tall $7.82

Campfire Mug
Choose White
or Almond 15.oz
$13.70

Toy Veterinarian Kit includes:
Stethoscope, syringe, medicine bottle,
blood pressure pump, etc. $10.56

Logo Plush Purse with Stuffed Toy Black Purse with Tiger or Pink Purse
with Black Leopard $14.84 each

Big & Busy Interactive Book 10
pages, ages 5+ $13.77

BCR Photo Bumper Stickers
Choose Leopard or Lion $4.21

Bobcat Flopsie 12”
$13.70 each

BCR Logo Golf Towel
Navy or Hunter $21.19
BCR Golf
Ball $6.28

7” Snow Leopard $10.56
11” Snow Leopard $15.91

Logo Frisbee Choose
Green or Yellow $5.21 ea.

Big Cat BeachTowels with Embroidered BCR Logo
Choose Leopard, Lions, or Tiger $19.05 each
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Big Cat Rescue Fidel Cap
Embroidered with BCR
& Running Cat Choose
Black or Khaki $20.12

Big Cat Rescue Cadet
Cap Embroidered Big Cat
Rescue text Choose Blue or
Pink $20.18

Embroidered Cap
with Gold Logo
$22.40

Navy or Black Fleece Beanie Logo $25.61
Navy or Black Fleece Scarf Logo $28.75

BCR Logo Tees Choose Blue, Charcoal,
Teal, Purple & Pink (not shown)
S, M, L, XL $18.05 XXL $20.19

Big Cat Rescue
Compass & Lion Tee
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Bobcat Rehab ProgramTee
S, M, L, XL $24.40
XXL & XXXL $26.54

Statement Shoulder Bags
Choose Black Tiger
“Caged & Beaten for
Your Entertainment
or Pink Cat
“Love Me
Love My Cat
$53.15

Eco Bag with BCR Recycle
Logo on Front 13” W by 10”
D by 15” H $13.70

BCR Papryus Tee Red or Aqua
Ladies Tee S, M, L, XL $19.05
XXL $21.19
Haunting
Eyes
Tee
Black with BCR Logo on
Sleeve, Snow Leopard, Sand
Cat, Siberian Tiger or Bengal
Tiger S, M, L, XL $24.40
2X $26.54

Yellow Ladies Polo with Navy Trim and
Embroidered Logo S, M, L, XL $39.45
Blue Polo with Navy Trim and Embroidered
Logo S, M, L, XL $40.45 XXL $43.66

Chocolate Rhinestone Junior
Fitted Tee S, M, L, XL $24.40

Orange/White Tiger Baby
Creeper BCR on Front
XS, S, M & L $13.70

BCR Baseball Tee Gray & Black
S, M, L, XL $24.40
XXL $26.54

Junior Raglan Fitted Tee
Navy with Gray Cap Sleeves
S, M, L, XL $24.40

Big Cat Rescue Tiger Kids Tee
Available in Blue or Pink
XS, S, M & L $15.91

Rhinestone Fitted Tee in Black
Choose Tiger, Snow Leopard or Leopard
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Zipper Hoodie with Tiger Art on Front
Black S, M, L, & XL $42.52 XXL $45.73

Paws Off Lion Kids Tee
S, M & L $16.91

Rhinestone Ribbed Tank in
Black with Snow Leopard
S, M, L, XL $22.26

Longsleeve Hooded Knit Tee
Available in Eggplant or Black
S, M, L, & XL $31.89 XXL $34.03

Jeweled Lion Kids Tee
XS, S, M & L $16.98

BCR Supporter Bracelet
Black with White Logo &
Lettering $3.68

Longsleeve Tee with Tiger Stripes on
Chest & Sleeves & Big Cat Rescue on
Back S, M, L, & XL $29.75 XXL $31.89

Big Cat Rescue Tiger Block Kids Tee
Available in Neon Green or Neon Orange
XS, S, M & L $15.91

Medium Socks fit
Women 6-11 & Men 5-10
Shorty Pink Tiger $9.49
Shorty Recycle
Tiger $9.49
Lion March $9.49
Cat Silhouette $9.49
Tiger Facts $9.49
BCR White Lion $9.49
BCR Black Tiger $9.49
BCR Brown Tiger $9.49
BCR White Big Cats $9.49
Shorty Leopard $9.49

Shorty White Big Cats $9.49
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$100 Dawn Danko
$100 Joyce Dascola
$100 Jennifer Davida
$100 Dorothy & John Davies
$100,000 Martha J. Simms
$275 William Konopaske
$150 Christina Farah
$100 Mary Davis
$30,000 William Nimmo
$250 Diane Bryan
$150 Jeanette Goebel
$100 Anthony Davis
$25,000 Cyrus &
$250 Susan Canavari
$150 Val Hafer
$100 Veronica Dewind
Joanne Spurlino
$250 Jennifer Caswell
$150 Larry Han
$100 Lori Diamond
$20,000 Berwind Fund
$250 Edward & Carol Collins
$150 MaryLouise Hawken
$100 Linda DiMaggio
$5,000 William Kuni
$250 Christina Cypnotis
$150 Marion Hellthaler
$100 Jim & Sharon Dotson
$5,000 Patricia Lamond
$250 Robert Davis
$150 Dorothy & John Hobbis
$100 Joe Dulley
$5,000 C1 Bank
$250 James & Laurie Donahoo
$150 Margarida Diana
$100 Sharyn & John Duran
$4,574 Creative Horizon Inc.
$250 Janice Elliott
Marton-Amaral
$100 Diane Eder
$2,700 Alison Slavin
$250 Vicki Giordano & David Gill
$150 Sheila & Brent Morgan
$100 Bryan Edwards
$2,600 Christine Hess
$250 Diana Gladwell
$150 Allison M. Myers
$100 Michael P. Eldredge
$2,500 Sondia L. Moylan
$250 Patricia Gorman
$150 Michael Neblock
$100 Mollie Harr & Chris Engel
$2,500 MRI Associates
$250 Michael & Julianne Green
$150 Joan Nodwell
$100 Richard Fentriss
of St. Pete, Inc.
$250 Cindy Gruden
$150 Mikhail V. Novgorodov
$100 Christina Fitzgerald
$2,432 SkipAHolic AdvoCats
$250 Steven & Anne Harrison
$150 Nicholas & Mary Paola
$100 Dermot Fitzgerald
$1,950 Sole Riley Marittimi
$250 George Hartz
$150 Anna Price
$100 Ron Forbes
$1,713 Specialty Restaurants Corp.
$250 Jennifer Jones
$150 Diana Rao
$100 Andrew & Johnna Freson
$1,500 Donna Harold
$250 Muriel Jopling
$150 Doris Schlichter
$100 Rose Ann & David Froberg
$1,500 Melanie Shea
$250 Cathy Katsoulis
$150 Christine Schumaker
$100 Ashley Gable
$1,280 Laura Moreno
$250 Roy & Libby Lauer
$150 Robert & Chin Sekac
$100 Connie Gee
$1,250 Pamela Rodriguez
$250 Dwight Lowell
$150 Lois Spinelli
$100 Beverly M. Geiger
$1,000 Lori Ferhat
$250 Richard & Pat Miller
$150 Ann Wallinger
$100 Julie B. Germany
$1,000 J. Monte Jones
$250 Braxton L. Monroe
$150 Richard Weinmann
$100 Cindy & John Glessner
$1,000 Valerie Martin
$250 Anne Plotto
$150 Paul T. Wentworth
$100 Teri Gloeckl
$1,000 Lynn Russell
$250 Elisabeth Richard
$150 Lisa Williams
$100 Nancy Godfrey
$1,000 Nerissa Tackett
$250 Mary & John Ryan
$150 Christie Wood
$100 Marcia Godich
$1,000 Deupree Family Foundation
$250 Nancy Simon
$145 Recycling Center
$100 Pamela Goff
$1,000 The Manny &
$250 Georgia Spiller
$130 Christine Anderson
$100 John Goldberg
Ruthy Cohen Foundation
$250 Justin & Erin Stennes
$125 Jose Dorta
$100 Gabriel Gonzalez
$1,000 TomCat
$250 Phoebe Warmack
$125 Renee Grimmett
$100 Leslie K. Gradwell
$900 Suzanne & Alan Lucas
$250 Ron & Susan Williams
$125 Darla Haines
$100 Alta Graham
$850 Kirk & Aileen Davis
$250 Patricia & Lon Wojtowicz
$125 Valiene Heckart
$100 Candy K. Grasty
$800 Philip Paustian
$250 Ann Zaharis
$125 Wendy & Dale Todd
$100 Lois O. Gray
$750 Cathy L. Palladino
$250 Edyne &
$120 David Brooks
$100 Marie & Ray Hahn
$700 Rose Birtley
Allen Gordon Foundation, Inc.
$120 Pamela A. Jackson
$100 Paul Halaj
$600 Steven Carter
$250 PACE Center for Girls,
$120 Judy Kane
$100 Paula Hall
$600 Larry S. Moore
Manatee
$111 Ananth Kini
$100 Robert-Jan Hamersma
$550 Mary & Gary Fairbanks
$240 Kristen Wilhelm
$110 Marilynn Gash
$100 Daniel &
$500 Kevin & Lynda Ahrens
$201 Gloria D. Cox
$110 Genesis Whitmore
Lindsay Hamminga
$500 Brigitte & Jeff Ajluni
$200 Juan Antelo
$109 Katie Hertfelder
$100 Robert Hardway
$500 Shabnam Alibhai
$200 Robert & Maryanne Beans
$108 Melissa E. Black
$100 Ed & RoseMarie Harrison
$500 Carol A. Allegretti
$200 William &
$105 Kerry Gilbert
$100 Jennifer Helman
$500 Geoff Blades
Rosemary Borchardt
$105 Gilpatric Luba
$100 Meghan Hendricks
$500 Arlene Braga
$200 Sandra & Joseph Buckley
$105 Marsha Woerner
$100 Raymond & Sabine Hirst
$500 William & Donna Brown
$200 David & Renee Campbell
$100 Rob Abrom
$100 Monica & Mary Hitt
$500 Lois Cronholm
$200 Michelle & Scott Chamberlin
$100 Connie Addington
$100 Laurie Hood
$500 S. B. Downey-Turpin
$200 Marianne Cufone
$100 Barbara Aggarwal
$100 Clayton Hopkins
$500 Mary & Lew Green
$200 Rudolf & Rudy Dankwort
$100 Arnold &
$100 John Hornick
$500 Kimberly A. Heggen
$200 Matthew & Allyse Denmark
Mary Ellen Alexander
$100 Ann-Marie Howdeshell
$500 Tim Ioannides
$200 Albert Duro
$100 Gregory & Tyler Alvarez
$100 Ken & Wendy Huber
$500 Lisa Koon
$200 Christine Fiedler
$100 Kathleen Andrews
$100 Stafano & Sue Izzo
$500 Gillian McPhee
$200 Lorra Moyer & James Gatlin
$100 Deborah Appello
$100 Sarah Jackson
$500 Phyllis S. Middaugh
$200 Curtis & Margie Hardison
$100 Ronald & Janet Arnold
$100 Robin Jackson-Bogner
$500 Mark & Michele Miller
$200 Anna & George Hlavacs
$100 Aye Aung
$100 John Johnson
$500 Michael Moynihan
$200 George Hurn
$100 Frieda Bachowski
$100 Jonathan & Marcia Kean
$500 Debra Nitkin
$200 Virginia Kaczmarek
$100 Robert N. Bacon
$100 Betty Keefe
$500 Edith Parker
$200 Jessica L. Kirkpatrick
$100 Janice Band
$100 Des & Pam Killen
$500 Edward & Roycie Roeder
$200 Nancy & John Leclerc
$100 Candace Barbara
$100 Jane Kolodgy
$500 Keith Salvata
$200 William & Meda Maxwell
$100 Doug Barton
$500 Judy Schumer
$200 Gordon Nenno
$100 Tiffany & Thomas Benedetto $100 Harold & Sandra Kransi
$100 Lynn & Stuart Lang
$500 Melanie Simon
$200 Roberta & Jeffrey Newton
$100 Thomas & Margie Berman
$100 Brenda R. Lang
$500 Starla Trivilino
$200 Pamela Olson Koonts
$100 David & Kim Blasco
$100 Charlotte Langlard
$500 Shirley Yuen
$200 David & Theresa Robinson
$100 James Bock
$100 Michelle LaPrise
$500 On Shore Foundation, Inc.
$200 Michael Sce
$100 Charlene Boden
$100 Carole Lee
$450 Sindhu Mathew
$200 Mary Scott
$100 Darlene Bois
$100 Jason Leese
$400 Joey W. Hill
$200 Karen Selby
$100 Beverly Brandt
$100 Lorenz Leopold
$400 Joe Sokolosky
$200 Shirley Stanford
$100 Dana Bruce
$100 John & Michelle Lewis
$400 Patricia Webber
$200 Tanya Tetu
$100 Jessica Brumble
$100 Marjorie Lewis
$383 Royal Manticoran Navy: The
$200 John A. Uldrich
$100 Kjerstin Buboltz
$100 Stanley Skarda &
Official Honor Harrington Fan Club
$200 Anthony & Mary Urso
$100 Kate Buckley
Lizzie Locke
$375 Carl & Betty Schino
$200 Eugenia Van Bremen
$100 Everett Buckridge
$100 Ashley Loehn
$368 Mercury Medical
$200 Denise Watkins
$100 Spencer & Patricia Cake
$100 Robert S. Lubarsky
$350 Hollace & Gordon Hannaway
$200 Nicholas Whitaker
$100 Mark Cannon
$100 Alice & Vincent Luce
$350 Leslie Roessler
$200 Jim Wood
$100 Laura Carlson
$100 Shelley Luna
$350 Sharon Sauro
$195 Rena Mcpherron
$100 Heather Carpenter
$100 Derek Magnuson
$350 Joel & Betty Sue Shane
$190 Carrollwood Copy Center
$100 Leann Carroll
$100 Susan Magowan
$336 Computerized Results
$180 Samantha Greiff
$100 Madeleine Carter
$100 Michele Manos
$325 Amanda & Justin Garte
$160 Laura & Dave Davis
$100 Allison Cashman
$100 George & Sheila Marshall
$303 Marie Borowski &
$155 Jonathan and Kimberly Davis
$100 Daniel Castillo
$100 Roelina Martinez
Frank Corbett
$153 Hillsborough County
$100 Suzanne Caudle
$100 Zak Martin-Kilgour
$300 Annarosa Berman
Bar Association
$100 David B. Chasin
$100 Michele Marziano
$300 Stacie Carpenter
$150 Melanie & Vincent Abruzzo
$100 Ruth Childers
$100 Tess Mattos
$300 Taylor Crews
$150 Vikki Anselmo
$100 David Cohn
$100 Kim McCall
$300 Gayle & Richard Franta
$150 Marvin & Ellen Barnes
$100 Kimmy Coleman
$100 Grace M. McDermott
$300 Diane Freeman
$150 Cindy Blue
$100 Vicki Conn
$100 Ann M. McHoes
$300 Dave Kaczmarek
$150 Sheila Campbell
$100 Patricia & Neil Corsaton
$100 Mary Louise McKelvey
$300 Nicki & Paul Lyford
$150 Jayanta Chaudhuri
$100 Roy Crippen
$100 Evan & Jane Meredith
$300 Jennifer Marler
$150 Rosemary Clancy
$100 Marc Crow
$100 Lisa Merritt
$300 Margarida D. Marton
$150 Marcy Denham
$100 Brandy L. Cumming
$100 Rachel Miller
$300 Daniel Pursel & Lisa Minich
$150 Janice Devine
$100 Janice Cummings
$100 Linda Moody
$300 Paige Myrick
$150 Juan Diaz
$100 Charlene Czajkowski
$100 Joyce Moody
$300 David Nugent
$150 WF & Michelle Diss
$100 Kenneth Dagdigian
$100 Terry Morton
$280 Eric Keegstra
$150 Katherine & Andy Duncan
$100 C. Dandurand

BIG CAT RESCUE SUPPORTERS

$100 Mike Moses
$100 Linda Moss
$100 Maryanne Mothersole
$100 Dorothy Murray
$100 Nicole Murtha
$100 Lisa R. Mustapich
$100 Hiroshi Myoraku
$100 Kathleen F. Nagle
$100 Fran Naturale
$100 Judith S. Newman
$100 Ronald & Gale Nicodemus
$100 Cheryl Niven
$100 Inger Oliver
$100 Felecia & Steve O’Neil
$100 Joyce Palmquist
$100 Victoria Panzer
$100 Shelli Pawlu
$100 Carol Peele
$100 Susanne Perla
$100 John & Barbara Peters
$100 Betsy A. Pheil
$100 Andrew Barry & Katlin Pike
$100 Edward & Frances Podber
$100 Robert S. Pope
$100 Pattie Quinn-Bennett
$100 David & Donna Reese
$100 Robert Reid
$100 Denise & Dick Reynders
$100 Louis Richards
$100 Joyce Richardson
$100 Ellen Richter
$100 Rob & Joni Riddell
$100 Jeremy Knight Rogers
$100 Janice & Donald Rose
$100 Joseph S. Ross
$100 Amy S. Ross
$100 Sylvia Rossler
$100 Haruyoshi Sakai
$100 Della L. Sanders
$100 Judy Schlei
$100 Doris Schlichter
$100 James Schoonmaker
$100 Joyce & William Schwab
$100 Emily Scott
$100 Eleanor Semola
$100 Stephen Serota
$100 Heather Seville
$100 Barbara Shea
$100 Christine Sheen
$100 Brian Sieroty
$100 John Simon
$100 Liz Sismilich
$100 Connie Skoruppa Mcdonald
$100 Kathleen Slaven
$100 Timothy Snider
$100 Deborah Spade
$100 Joseph Stiener
$100 Angela L. Still
$100 A. Kevin & Dawn Stoppello
$100 Jerry & Sandra Sutherland
$100 Sharon Tait
$100 Linda Taylor
$100 Althea & Richard Thomas
$100 Paula Thompson
$100 William &
Julie Timmermeyer
$100 Richard Titus
$100 James Tunnicliffe
$100 Christine Turso
$100 Irma Valle
$100 Diana Vandermark
$100 Jeanne Vetter
$100 Victoria Voelkle
$100 Lynne Waite
$100 Lowell & Nancy Walker
$100 Jennifer Waring
$100 Karen Wayment
$100 Adam Webb
$100 Laura Weissman
$100 Nickie Whitaker
$100 Wendy Whitten
$100 William & Sue Willard
$100 Michael Winters
$100 Patricia & Brian Wynn
$100 Andrea Yakovakis
$100 Peter & Adrienne Yoshihara
$100 Annamae Young
$100 Jean Zegadlo
$100 Kristina Ziegler
$100 Noah Zimmerman
$100 Jennifer Zylstra
$100 Behavioral Consulting
of Wyoming
Thank you so much for your
support of Big Cat Rescue!

Big Cat Sponsorship Levels and Benefits
All
kits
include
the
following
appreciation
gifts:
4-page color fact
sheet about the
species, Big Cat
Rescue logo window
decal, Registration
Card to select the cat
of your choice. 8x10
color photo of the cat you choose to sponsor with
the cat name and your name as sponsor printed
on it. The sponsor levels below include these
additional benefits and donor recognition:
$25 BIG CAT BUDDY – KIDS SPONSORSHIP
Coloring pages featuring wild cats and 1 Kids
Tour Pass.
$25 BIG CAT SUPPORTER
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop.
$50 BIG CAT FRIEND
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop
and 1 Day Tour Pass.
$100 BIG CAT PROTECTOR
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop,
2 Day Tour Passes, 30 big cat mailing labels,
Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat
Times and on website.
$250 BIG CAT CONSERVATOR
10% off purchases at the Trading Post gift shop,
4 Day Tour Passes, 60 big cat mailing labels,
Donor name and gift amount listed in the Big Cat
Times and on website.
$500 BIG CAT WARRIOR
Conservator Benefits above plus: 4”x4” Ceramic
plaque with big cat photo and donor name
displayed at the sanctuary, 6”x12” Engraved
plaque on the tour path with donor name
displayed for one year.
$1,000 BIG CAT HERO
Conservator Benefits above plus: 6”x6” Ceramic
plaque with big cat photo and donor name
displayed at the sanctuary, 9”x12” Engraved
plaque on the tour path with donor name
displayed for one year, and Private Tour for up
to 10 people.
$2,500 BIG CAT CHAMPION
Conservator Benefits above plus: 8”x8” Ceramic
plaque with big cat photo and donor name
displayed at the sanctuary, 12”x12” color plaque
on tour path with cat photo and donor name
displayed for one year, and Private Founder Tour
for up to 10 people.
$5,000 KING OF BEASTS
Conservator Benefits above plus: 12”x12”
Ceramic plaque with big cat photo and donor
name displayed at the sanctuary, 18”x24” Sign
with big cat photo and donor name displayed on
the tour path for one year, Private Founder Tour
for up to 10 people.
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10 ACRE REZONING
HAS BEEN APPROVED
Back in April of this year Big Cat Rescue
applied for a rezoning of the 10 acres we
purchased next door in December 2010
with the help of the very generous William
and Lois Modglin Matching Grant.

The plan called for building up to a 50 bed
dormitory for interns, volunteers, staff and
veterinary students and building a large
cage to rotate cats through for a “vacation”
(cover story). The rezoning process takes
months because first the County staff have
to review it and make a recommendation,
certain agencies look at other issues,

volunteers awarded
for outstanding
dedication

then there is a hearing
before a Zoning Hearing
Master who makes a
recommendation, and
finally it comes before
the County Commission.

Congratulations
to the following
Big Cat Rescuers
who have been
recognized this
year for their
outstanding
commitment to
the mission of
Big Cat Rescue.
In honor of this commitment they were
each presented with an award called the
S.A.V.E. and allotted $500 to spend on
their favorite feline friends.

The
County
staff
were
wonderfully
supportive, the Hearing
Master recommended
approval,
and
on
October 9th the County
Commission gave us
the final blessing. We
are currently working
on raising funds for the large
enclosure, and early next year
will begin work on the design
of the building. The key to the
design will be having a building
that we can do in phases.
Particular thanks are due
to Kevin Mineer & Bruce
Keschyk from Genesis Group
who represented us and to the
dozens of supporters, interns and
staff who attended the Zoning
Hearing Master public hearing and spoke
in support!

S.A.V.E stands for Scratch’s Award
for Volunteer Excellence. Named for
an outstanding cougar named Scratch,
whose lifespan reached 30 years, the
SAVE Award recognizes one outstanding
volunteer or intern each month.

Clockwise from left; China Doll the tiger,
Cameron the lion, 2012 Summer interns
Andrea, Keeley, and Heather

Big Cat Rescue’s 2012 Tee-Up for Tigers
Golf Tournament a ROARING success!
Thanks to our friends at Seminole Lake Country Club,
led by John Brott, Karen Jay, Steve Pollock and Jenny
Hastings (pictured below) the event raised a total of
$11,000 in support of the magnificent animals that call
Big Cat Rescue home! A very special thanks to “King of
Beast” sponsor St.Pete MRI as well as Cougar sponsors
Shamrock Dental Co. Inc., John Brott and Karen Jay,
The Hut & Sculley’s
Restaurant,
Suncoast
Auto
and Tire, Mickey
Quinn’s, Bud, Lisa
and Claire Williams.
The
day-long
festivities included
a roaring round
of golf followed
by
an
awards

September
Pam Rodriguez

October

Jennifer Holley

Pam
was
awarded
for
her
excellent
tour
guiding
skills as well
as for taking
a lead role in
managing the
gift shop.
Jennifer
was
awarded
for
s p e n d i n g
countless hours
along
with
her
husband
Darren building
jungle gyms for
dozens of the
cats.

Find out more about volunteering at
www.BigCatRescue.org/volunteer

PAVE THE WAY: HONOR SOMEONE SPECIAL
c e r e m o n y,
silent auction,
delicious dinner
and purrr-fectly
scrumptious
desert
table
generously
d o n a t e d
by
Cheney
Brothers.

Engraved pathway bricks make a great gift for
the purr-son in your life who has everything.
The laser engraving changes the brick color
to create the letters deep into the brick and will
never wear off. There are two sizes, 4x8 for
a donation of $100 and 8x8 for a donation of
$200. What
a great way
to support the cats and create a memory for
yourself or someone else. You can order on
page 10, or online:

http://tiny.cc/k8ey0
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The Big Cat Times ORDER FORM Holiday 2012
ORDER DATE:
Description				

Qty.

Size

Price Each

Total

Looking for a very unique gift for that
person who has everything? Look no
further. Big Cat Rescue’s Roar Reserve
Wines are sure to please. Six wines to
choose from each featuring a BCR cat.

Billing Address
_______________________________

Name

_______________________________

Address

_______________________________

St

Zip

_______________________________

Day Time Phone

_______________________________ DONATION
TOWARDSdonation
THE VACATION
ROTATION
20th Anniversary
matched
100%ENCLOSURE
by Reitzel Foundation

Evening Phone

SPONSOR A PAVE THE WAY BRICK *
_______________________________ SPONSOR A PAVE THE WAY BRICK *

Email

SPONSOR PERIMETER WALL*

Recipient Address (if different than Billing)

4x8

$100.00

8x8

$200.00

1 Foot

$100.00

$

* NOTE: Fill out blue shaded box at bottom of form

________________________________

Name

I want to join the automatic giving program, charge my card each month $

________________________________

Address

Yes, I would priority shipping for an additional charge of $3.00 $
Yes, I would like a receipt for tax purposes

________________________________

City		

St

Day Time Phone

Check

Money Order

Visa

MasterCard

________________________________

Credit Card Number

________________________________

Exp. Date MMYY

Evening Phone
Email

Grand Total $

Method of Payment

Zip

________________________________

Kids Tour
Tour Times: Saturday & Sunday 9 AM
Children of all ages and their parents can learn about
the big cats on this guided tour of the sanctuary.
This tour is given on a child’s educational level.
Reservations not required. Tour is 1 hr. Children
must be accompanied by an adult. Admission: $19
per child under 10 years $29 per child 10 years &
older and per adult.
Day Tour
Tour Times: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 3 PM (Closed Thur.)
Sat & Sun 10 AM & 1 PM
Guided tour of the sanctuary. Learn about the big
cats and the threats they face both in the wild as
well as in captivity. Hear their personal stories of
how they were rescued. Tour is 1.5 hrs. No children
under 10 years of age. Reservations are not
required. Admission: $29 per person. 10% discount
to all Military, Law Enforcement and Fire Fighters as
well as USF faculty and students. Appropriate ID
required. Discount on Day Tour only.

www.BenefitWines.com/bigcat

City		

BIG CAT RESCUE
TOUR TIMES & PROGRAMS

American Express

Discover

Signature_____________________________

This is a gift, please make card TO: _________________________ FROM: __________________________
Brief message to say: ______________________________________________________________________
Automatic Giving Program - join the sustaining donor society
Big Cat Rescue makes it easy and convenient to donate monthly with no worry. You can do this either by
credit card or by direct debit to a checking account for as little as $5/month. For credit card donations, just
fill in the highlighted line on the order form above and provide your credit card information. For checking
account direct debit email finance@bigcatrescue.org, or leave a message for Howard at 813-920-4130.
This is a G-R-R-eat way to spread out your donations and provide steady support that is so meaningful for
the cats.
Big Cat Rescue is a 501 (c)(3) non profit organization, FEID 59-3330495. Our Florida registration number is CH11409. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED
FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING 1-800-HELP-FLA TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE
STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE
STATE. Big Cat Rescue does not utilize the services of professional solicitors so 100% of all contributions go directly
to Big Cat Rescue Corp.

Special Comment, Request, or Question:

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
* Personalizations (How you want your name to appear):

___________________________________________

feeding tour
Tour Times: Wed, Fri, Sat 4:30 PM
(Reservations Required)
Follow a keeper as they feed the big cats. Observe
the big cats eating and learn about the their
nutritional needs in captivity. Tour is 1 hr. No
children under 10 years of age. For reservations
813-426-5948. Admission: $55 per person.
Big Cat Keeper Tour
Tour Times: Sat & Sun 2 PM
(Reservations Required)
This tour takes you behind the scenes. Enjoy making
enrichment (treats and food puzzles) for the big cats
and watch as the keepers hand out the enrichment
you made. You will also observe operant training
sessions with the big cats. Tour is 2 hrs. No children
under 10 years of age. For reservations
813-426-5948. Admission: $110 per person.
Wild Eyes At Night Tour
Tour Times: Last Friday of the month
(Reservations Required)
Night Tours are the best way to see the animals
come alive! As you journey through the sanctuary
you will be stalked and pounced at from the
shadows! No worries though, all the animals will
be safely in their enclosures. This is an adventure
that’s sure to please! Tour is 1.5 hrs. No children
under 10 years of age. For reservations
813-426-5948. Admission: $55 per person.
Also offered - Weddings,
Parties,
SCHOOL & SCOUT EDUCATIONAL
OUTREACHES AND FIELD TRIPS,
Volunteer & INTERN programs
and Gift Certificates
Prices and availability for all tours are subject to change.
Visit us online for the most current tour information.
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TIGER CUBS - SWIMMING
FOR THEIR LIVES
On October 10th, Good Morning
America aired a very upsetting story
about Dade City’s Wild Things, a
roadside zoo, in Florida. The tourist
trap zoo charges $200 for guests
to have the
opportunity
to swim with
a
6-weekold tiger cub.
Glaringly
apparent
is
how much this
poor tiger cub
hates
being
in the water
with
these
strangers.
During
the
entire segment the tiny cub, named
Tony, struggles to get out of the water,
screaming and clawing at the reporter
and the sides of the pool, only to be
shoved back in over and over.
We implore you to watch this segment
and see for yourself the blatant
exploitation of this defenseless cub.
To watch the segment online visit:
http://tinyurl.com/9uqspm9
How is this legal? You might ask. The
real question is how can the Florida
Wildlife Commission (FWC) and the
USDA be aware of the “swim with tiger
cub encounters” at Dade City’s Wild
Things for the last two years and not
shut them down?
Big Cat Rescue has repeatedly filed
complaints with both governmental
agencies about this abuse and many
other issues at this roadside zoo.

Learn more at:
www.TigerCubAbuse2.com
So far our complaints to both agencies
have seemingly fallen on deaf ears.
Yet the FWC recently stated that
children swimming in pools with young
alligators whose mouths were taped

shut was wrong. How is swimming
with alligators wrong, but swimming
with tiger cubs ok?
Well, finally, the national exposure
Dade City’s Wild Things received on
Good Morning America has backfired
on them: thousands of animal lovers
from around the country and the world
have seen the broadcast and are
angered.

SAFE CAPTURE TRAINING
Training is a top priority at Big Cat Rescue.
Each year select staff members attend
Safe Capture International’s Chemical
Immobilization of Animals workshop.
This year BCR President Jamie Veronica,
volunteer veterinarian Dr. Justin, and
Master Keeper Honey Wayton attended
the 16-hour training course.
Topics covered include custom drug
combinations and dosage calculations for
sedating wild animals, proper injection
sites for the most effective delivery of
sedatives, strategies on capturing wild
animals with little stress on the animal,
post immobilization care, monitoring
the animals’ vitals while under sedation,
medical emergencies associated with
capturing and sedating wildlife, and
protocols for accidental human exposure
to anesthetic drugs.
Following
the
class
work
was
two hours
of
handson practice
in the safe

handling of a variety of darts and dart
equipment. One particular dart projector
caught the eye of Big Cat Rescuers - the
Dan-Inject JM Special. This particular
projector works great in confined quarters
as well as long range applications. An
easily adjustable pressure gauge adjusts
the amount of CO2 used to propel the dart.
The style and delivery of this dart projector
is similar to that of a blow dart pipe, minus
the human element of propelling the dart
by exhaling a burst of air. It is also very
quiet, which is great because it does not
spook the animals.
This dart projector would not only be
ideal for use in an emergency situation,
but would also come in very handy when
either sedating or vaccinating the big cats.
With a price tag of $3,000 this item is
definitely on our holiday wish list!
If you would like to contribute towards the
purchase of this dart projector to aid our staff
and veterinarians please consider making a
donation using the order form on page 10.
Left: Honey Wayton takes aim with a dart projector

Big Cat Rescue has received
hundreds of calls, emails and posts
on our Facebook page since the story
aired. People are outraged and want
this abusive exploitation to end.
Won’t you help baby Tony? Please
speak up for him, Tarzan and the other
tiger and lion cubs at Dade City’s Wild
Things. Please take a moment to let
the FWC and USDA know that you
want this abuse to end.
Visit CatLaws.com today!

EXPERIENCE BIG CAT RESCUE
IN A WHOLE NEW WAY
Use your smart phone to access special multi-media extras
from Big Cat Rescue. It’s easy as; 1. Get the Aurasma app, 2.
Subscribe to our channel, and 3. Hold your phone’s camera over
any b&w image of our logo. Aurasma is the future of how we use
our mobile devices by bringing the physical and virtual worlds
together for the first time. Available on smart devices, Aurasma
recognizes images, symbols
and objects in the real world
and delivers digital content in
real time, including videos,
animations, audio or webpages.
Aurasma Lite currently works on the
iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPad 2, iPad3 and
more powerful Android devices.

Color, fill in info below, & mail to Big Cat Rescue for a chance to win a tour
for 4 people. 12802 Easy Street - Tampa, FL 33625
Name: __________________________________ Age: ________
Address: ______________________________________________
City: ______________________________ St: ___ Zip: ________
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tonga the serval’s
successful fight
for survival

To our knowledge, only two white
servals exist in the world: Tonga and
his brother Pharaoh. These white
servals are not a rare or endangered
species, but rather possess a genetic
defect that would prohibit their survival
in the wild. Unable to camouflage
themselves they would
face certain death as they
would not be able to sneak
up on prey nor hide from
predators. The white coat
is the outward indication of
the deleterious effects of
inbreeding. White tigers
and white lions are also
the product of inbreeding.
15-year-old Tonga was
recently diagnosed with
squamous cell carcinoma
in his nasal cavity. Although most
arise without antecedent cause, in
many species, especially in white
cats, prolonged exposure to sunlight
is a major predisposing factor. Being
a wild cat, Tonga lives outside, and
what cat doesn’t love to nap in their
favorite sunny spot?
Several months ago Tonga had what
appeared to be an abrasion on his
nose. It was treated with antibiotics
and subsided, but recurred again in

August of 2012. This time it looked
much worse.
We decided to do a full
work up on Tonga to
determine the cause of
the sore on his nose.
Big
Cat
Rescue’s
volunteer veterinarian
Dr. Wynn performed
an initial examination
on Tonga during which
time
she
collected
tissue samples from the
wound to be sent to the
lab for testing. After the
exam Tonga was kept in
our on-site Cat Hospital
and started on a course
of antibiotics until the
lab results were in.
We were crushed when
we discovered the devastating news
that Tonga had cancer.

Wrestling with the decision
of whether or not to perform
such
an
invasive
procedure
was
very
difficult. The
s u r g e r y
would call for
the removal
of
Tonga’s
entire nose,
he
would
need
to
spend several weeks
recovering indoors, he
may bother the surgery
site afterwards and
reopen the wound, or
he could even die of
complications during the
procedure.
However,
the only other option for Tonga would
have been euthanasia.

least a couple more good years and
live to the average age of 17. A big
shout out to all of you who helped us
give him a second chance!

Because Tonga had otherwise been in
good spirits and did not even seemed
bothered by the wound on his nose,
it was decided to go ahead with the
surgery and pray for the best.

Now that we knew the underlying
cause of the wound on his nose we
had to decide upon the best treatment
plan for Tonga.
He was transported
to the Blue Pearl
oncology lab where he
was seen by Dr. Jen
Coyle and Dr. Wendy
Gwin
for
further
testing to determine
how far the
disease
had
progressed.
Blood work, x-rays, and a
full CT scan of Tonga’s head
concluded that the cancer
had not yet spread. His team
of doctors recommended a
nosectomy in order to give
Tonga the best chance possible
at beating his cancer.

The surgeons had to take a full
centimeter
extra,
around
the
cancerous mass, in order to make
sure to remove all of the cancerous
cells. His surgery was a success and
Tonga was transported back to the
Cat Hospital where he recovered for
several weeks before returning to his
outdoor enclosure.
Tonga has been doing great since
his surgery and does not even seem
to notice that his nose is missing.

Clockwise from top left; Tonga at age 9,
wound on nose, swollen nose post surgery,
Dr. Boorstein checks in on Tonga, close up of
nose healed, back out in his enclosure after
recovering, Tonga entertained by the Cat Sitter
DVD while recovering in the hospital, CT
scan at Blue Pearl, Dr. Wynn examining Tonga

Each day he eagerly awaits operant
training sessions, where he received
treats, as well as dinner time. Tonga
is completely back to his old routine
of lounging in the shade, playing with
enrichment toys, and pouncing after
bugs and lizards!
The cost of the surgery was $3,500.
We are hoping that Tonga will have at
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